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ON SALE FOR 24 HOURS ONLY!Alice has lost her powers and her nemesis is getting stronger, but

it's hunt or be hunted.Alice is in hiding. Holed up in a magically-protected house without her main

weapon, the supernatural bounty hunter wants nothing more than to hunt Nyx down before she

becomes prey herself. But her enemy is in hiding too, and if Alice is to find her she'll have to get

past the dangerous Pain Children first. When Alice learns that Isaac Moreau remains in Magistrate

custody, she has no choice but to follow Nyxâ€™s trail without backup and without her powers. Her

only chance at defeating Nyx may lie in Isaacâ€™s attempt to learn the dark, deadly secret of the

Void, but his failure could get them all killed in the process. The Void Weaver is the second book in

the Half-Lich series, a set of Urban Fantasy Paranormal Thrillers. If you like intriguing characters,

supernatural monsters, and sizzling chemistry, then youâ€™ll love Dignam and Martinezâ€™ next

thrilling installment that draws comparisons to Ella Summers, Ilona Andrews, and Patricia Briggs!

What are readers saying about the Half-Lich series: "This is Urban Fantasy at its best.""Paranormal

how it's supposed to be done; it seems to me like the 'mature' ideal to which all paranormal books

aspire, not only in meticulous editing but in content as well.""This is not your cookie cutter story line.

Fresh and New Urban Fantasy that will get you hooked instantly."Buy your copy today and get

ready for the next rush!
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I loved the Ashwood Chronicles first book & I loved this one as well. I read it in one day, was almost

sad when it was done. But I like the idea that through The Void, a whole new world can be created

alongside that of which we are introduced in the crazy reality that is Ashwood.Isaac and Alice have

unfinished business and the introduction of Cameron is quite interesting. He's a hot piece of catnip,

isn't he?I'm quietly awaiting Halloween for the next release. I hate waiting... but my pre-order is out

there, just ready to drop!I'm killing off my reading list one by one as it seems there is so much to eat

up in the paranormal fantasy genre these days. This author has turned me toward some really

creative writers that I really like & am tearing through their books as well.But there are no books that

stand out like The Ashwood Chronicles. I'll give Kat & Lee that designation for sure. It's a whole new

creative world they've built where anything can happen... even with a simple, old Polaroid

camera.Bring it on, Ashwood!

The writing duo of Dignam and Martinez is spectacular. In this latest instalment of An Ashwood

Novel, The Void Weaver. This is a wonderful continuation that picks up a week after Dark Siren

ended.New characters are introduced and everyone has their own place and fit beautifully into the

plot of this book. Alice finds herself in an odd predicament and missing her trustee side kick

Trapper. Alice wonders Amazing!!!will be able to continue to do her life's work without the help of

Trapper, what other "talents" does Alice really have?Then what about Isaac and the "friend"

(Cameron) he has sent to help Alice. Can she trust him or does she really have a choice now that

she doesn't have Trapper to help her. But with Nyx out there praying on the innocent help is what

Alice will be needing.I love the strength of all these character's and there is a ton of new content in

this book. Alice is one bad ass women. I really wish I could give this book more than five stars. Who

knew magic could be so deadly, sexy, fun and hot to read. AAMAZING!!!

The writing in Part Two is clear and concise and the storyline is consistent throughout. The plot

might seem predictable at first glance, but something happens that makes one sit up and think 'oh

that's new', which sparks further interest. I like this world that the authors have created. There is so

much happening and yet tidbits that we learnt in part one are explained in more depth in this story of



The Void Weaver. This aids the development of the characters and I find myself growing further

attached to them. We also meet two new supporting characters: Cameron & Jim. They are both so

likeable and intense that the injection of their characters makes the dynamics of the story so full.

Such a well crafted story. I am so looking forward to the final in this trilogy.

The Void Weaver is the second novel int he Half-Lich Trilogy. I'm crazy about the main characters

since book one. The relationship development between the original two and two new characters in

The Void Weaver was really well done. Superb flow from book one to book two. The verbal imagery

from these authors really pulls you into each scene. I could see, taste, smell everything that was

written. Powerful use of metaphors that were completely original. Best Urban-Fantasy Writing Team

Ever.

Following Alice and Isaac with much interest and I am VERY curious about Cameron. I cannot wait

for the next edition and hopefully whatever unfolds about him. Intriguing world building, a different

perspective on magic and the world surrounding it. Great characters. This series is on my radar !

The Void Weaver is another great urban fantasy book by the amazing husband & wife team of Lee

Dignam & Katerina Martinez. As book 2 in the Half-Lich series it doesn't disappoint. The action is

this book surpasses the first one and we get introduced to some great new characters. I can't wait

for book 3!

I am loving the tales of Ashwood if Mages and not quite Mages are your thing I can't recommend

the antics of Alice and Isaac enough. This is the second book in the series and it seems to just be

picking up steam. Definitely fm give it a read!

Interesting new series. This is the second book and it was better than the first. The author has done

a good job of fleahing out the characters from book one and adding new and fun ones as well. She

has also continued fleshing out her urban fantasy world. A fun read.
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